Minneapolis Riots - Jews At It Yet Again...
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Reading the news and articles shared by other SS, it is fairly obvious, the enemy is
trying to create a situation of Race War in the United States. This revolves around
looting and the shooting of anger towards all directions.
Now that the enemy has fucked up and revealed themselves, and abused people
directly, they are trying to sublimate this anger elsewhere, and in particular, in
things that yet again harm humans. They know waves of anger have been coming
at them and that there is nothing they can do, so their last hope now remains to
see if they can somehow direct this elsewhere.
From reports aspects of the Gov and other agencies including the News, are all
trying sublimate the anger here. Do not think that only Donald Trump is running
the United States, there are many other parties with extreme power. These
parties do not exist for 5 or 10 years, but like the MSM, they exist for decades,
and have been promoting their steady agenda for decades, unimpeded.
Just remember what Soros did with BLM, he created a movement of chaos and
looting not that long ago. Reporters have also been literally abducted or arrested
from the site, which it only means that (((Someone))) behind these does not want
the events really reported at all. George Floyd is BLM chapter 2. Created by the
same hand that benefit from these events of course.
Predictive programming of copious amounts has been programmed by enemy
movies in creating a situation that will collapse civilization. Many of these movies
are based on looting, rioting, desolate cities, whole towns infested with gangs,
and generally all life reaching the bottom of the lowest level of the ladder of
existence.
Who exactly benefits from a desolate town that is constantly under riot mode?
Then with the Spiritual Warfare some BLM people in this were dumb enough to
admit that Soros was the one funding them. Normally these things remain as
totally in the shadows, but it happened, so now everyone can see what is going
on, the pattern is there. These things are all over the web. This is the enemy

machinating these things to vent out anger and frustration, but in a way that will
wreck innocent people again.
And of course, use this as reason to try to agitate more people to come in with
more violence, and inspire more violence, so that the enemy who hides behind
creating this chaos, has more rights to move in with oppressive violence. The
enemy needs this to move on with restrictive methods of control and also to
cause popular anger.
Frequently I see people whom to me are reckless, talking of "Race Wars". These
are locker room and war feelings that everyone feels, yet following them, has
another results than what people who say these things expect. These can be
sometimes a strong nudge into reality for people who are asleep to the racial
issues within the US, and have been words of a last ditch resort to awake people
who are being literally genocided.
Yet no amount of this is ever going to solve the fact that the enemy is behind this
all pulling strings. The enemy needs to be removed from their capacity to cause
these, forever.
However, all sides were also infiltrated, and the enemy, when they take over,
they try to not create solution, but perpetual war and damnation. Hate has to rule
if one aims at this, and the ruling emotion must be not a need to solve matters,
but pure hatred.
The reality of these however, is misery, affliction, mass death, and the destruction
of society, the looting of innocents, and all sorts of other things. Even worse, the
enemy has been working on causing a Race War in the US with Blacks against
Whites since the 1920's. They also owned the overwhelming amount of slaves,
which the Jews used to elevate themselves financially by criminal schemes. They
are at this business of race wars and damning people since the dawn of their
existence. They know it all very well.
The heads of the American Communist party explained how "Using the Negro" as
a meat shield basically, they will wage war on the native "Whites", whom they
considered the "privileged class", to cause the "Communist Revolution". Ever

since, all the Jewish News does, is repeat this same propaganda line.
Collapsing the United States by media and general promotion of inner division
and hate is a tried and true enemy technique. This explodes on the country itself
and the people who have any developments in it, is commonplace. Jews have
elaborated this is to destroy the United States as it is a Satanic Nation, and the
White Race they want to make extinct. Of course, the same procedure will
destroy everyone involved and any person who owns anything and has their life
going in there, also, but the jew could care let for the "meat shields".
Maybe these people feel like they are doing something good by promoting these
ideologies, but the only good thing for all parties involved would be de-escalation
of this and everyone gradually being in their own living space. Bees do not get
anything out of being on war with Stingers because someone was evil enough to
put them all in the same pot. They both die and so does the home of a species
while these wars happen. This is only common sense.
Even Donald Trump that tried to comment on this, he was censored by the Jews.
Despite of what people may have against Trump, he was a popularly elected
leader, and his voice matters. In times of divisions, leadership has to come out
and make sure to apply Justice, and stay focused on the greater good. I am not
evaluating on if his particular tweet would achieve this or whatever, but this is his
role.
Trump has literally censored as a nobody in the Twitter, who considered it
"fitting" to just censor the President Of the United States. What is for certain is
that Trump has more rights to talk based on popular influence, than some Jew in
twitter does who unanimously took the decision to censor the...President of the
United States. These are bullying tactics by the Jews, whom always want to
display their influence over even the most powerful of Gentiles. Trump was
ridiculed in his face with this.
Any of our own from Minneapolis, please stay safe and keep your own safe.
The above is opening more windows for information. For one, what Twitter did to
Trump, opened powerfully the conversation for Internet censorship. We have to

spam the RTR's. There is an overflow of infinite possibilities for positive change
now.
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